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ABSTRACT 

'T!U''lables, given the t>;o col·relation-cooi'ficientv r:;f the dep0:r.d•.::r.tt uitb each of 

~~h::, --~\ro independent Va.l1 iaiJ:t0s, l.~-:: l!lV0stiga.ted both ci!l."_pirically !:~Jld. 'lllalytically. 

J~ikc':liO<.:!, the range of va.lues of the sta~aJ.·d partial re~;rrcssiOll coefficient i~ 

i~1ves-'cigated both empiJ~ic8.1ly and analyticaLly· fo:r the case of equal correlatio:n 

coef:ficients of the c1e;;::end.ent aml \Yi th eg,ch of' "ch<~ two :independent variable;;, & 

3o.me 3.d.ditional result;;; \ofGl'C obtained fer the c~t...se of uneq,ual corr<::!lation co

efficients and on the relationships among the Va:.':lcws statistics in the multiple 

:!OY.'J:ele.tion coefficient. The r:1ethc<ls use<'i could be er:1ploycd to investigate ·t;hc 

··~D.Les. 
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A NOTE ON STA.t'IDARD PARTIAL REGRESSION COEFFICIEJ.I1TS-~ 

Halter T. Federer October, 1961 

Although a large ;.1umber of' the books in statistics d.i;;cuss the computationr:tl 

as 9ects oJ' standard partial regression coefficients, very fe,.,. authors (e.g.,, 

Fisher, 3tatistical Methods for Research Harkers, 1936; t'Jilks, :t.'lathematical 

3tatistics, 1944; Snedecor, Statistical Methods, 1946; Steel and Terrie 1 Principl;;::,:;; 

and Procedures of Statistics, 1960) have arwthing to say about the interpretation 

of ?al~tial or standard partial regression coefficients. Apparently no one has 

bothered to describe the range of standard partial regression coefficients in 

multiple regression. 

The purpose of this note is to investigate some aspects of the range of 

value::; f'or standard partial regression .coefficients for two independent variatec 

and. one dependent variate in multiple regression.. En route to this investigation. 

some interrelationships among the ~tal or zero order correlations are obtained. 

Snedecor (loc. cited) does conwent on the standard partial regression ce

•:-!ffic:l.ent for one inde:f)endent v~iate. In particular he states that the standal'd 

partial regression coefficient, b' ~ of Yon X is: 
yx 

He.':lce, the range of b' must be between minus one and plus one. 
y-J: 

?or the case of tvro independent variates, x1 and x2, and one 1lependent 

Yal~iate, Y, the standard partial regression coefficients may be expressed in 

terms of the total correlation coefficients as: 

b' = 
:ry1 .. r 12r t_2. 

ylo2 2 
l-ri2 

and 

b~ .. l = 
:c· y?-r l2ry'2 

• 
2 

l-rl2 

.1\.l;:>o, 

r 2 +r2 -2r r r 
R2 = yl y2 12 yl y2 

l-r~2 

*Biometrics Unit, Plant Breeding Department, Cornell Universit,Y, Ithaca, N. Y. 
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In passing, we note some facts about the correlation coefficient r 12 , The 

multiple correlation coefficient squared takes on its minimum value vthen ' 

r2 +r2 
- :y:l y2 + 

rl2 - 2r r -
yl ;y2 

• 

One of the above roots will be inadmissible whenever ryl~y2' because it is 

outs ide the range minus one to plus one. Hence, the value of r 12 lying between 

minus and plus one is the one yielding a minimum value of R2 e If ry1=ry'2, then 

r 12=l is the value of r 12 yielding a minimum value of R2 ~ (The above result 

\Tas obtained by differentiating R2 with respect to r 12, setting the resulting 

equation equal to zero, and solving for r 12• Since the equation is quadratic 

in r 12, two roots are obtained when r 12= ! 1, the value of R2 tends to a minimum 

in the limit as r~ tends to unity, ) 

Also, we may note that since r 12 is a function of R2 , ryl' and ry2, the 

range of values possible for r 12 may be shorter than the entire ra..11ge from minus 

to plu.-:; unitye The range of values for r 12· is fow..d from the multiple regression 

equation with R2 set equal to unity, thus -(l-rf2 )R2+r~1+r~-2r12rylry'2=0. T:.1e 

two roots of r 12 from the above quadratic equation in r 12 are: 

When R2 is set equal to one, the smaller root is the lowest value possible for 

r 12 and the larger root is the highest value possible for r 12• 

The minimum value of R2 may be obtained from the two roots of R2 from the 

term under the radical above equated to zero, or R4-1{2 (r;1+r~)+r~1r~=O. The 

two roots are 

or 

, 

whichever is the larger. 
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Two particular e~~amples t:.sing the above results vTere con).:mted for varying 
·:, 

values of r12 (Figure 1) ~ J!'or tJ.1~ first example, ryl was set equal to 0.8 and 
,. 
··y2 \·Tas set equal to 0.,2. Then the range of values for r 12 may be comput~d i:'ro:m.: '! 

0 

Then, 

The value of r 12 yielding a minimum value of R2 is r 12=.2/Q8=.25. This minimum 

value is 

• 

As a second example, take ry1=.2=ry2. Here we find that the range of 

values for r 12 is obtained from: 

Therefore, 

Tbe value of r 12 yielding a minimum value of R2 is 

The minimum value of R2 is obtained in the limit as lj_2 tends to unity and is 

r 2 , =r2 2= o04. 
Y- y 

The range of values for b~1 •2 and b~.1 for the first example were investi-

gated empirically (see·Figure 2) and found to be 

and 
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For the second e:~ample, the emr~rica.J. Jnvost:tgation indicated that the range 

of '\.·alues i'or the sta:rlda:t·d partial re;:sre&aion coeffi~ients ~;-a.;; 

'"11 .• ,,. -b~ <2'·" 
·- "-· .... .., ~ r. - 2 1 • :;> - y.L•~ y .. • -

In both cases the range is bounded within rather narrO"..r limits but not bet\Ieen 

plus and minus unity as vas the case for one independent variate. 

i3omething more than the empirical investigation can be done.. Fi::?st consider 

the case for r .,=r~..o· Then, the standard partial regression coefficients may be y... ,Y'-

(r =r 1' = .. yl yg 
l+r 
.12 

the rnnge oi' poss.ible Y~lues for r 12 is 

2r2 1-l < ?~1-:l < 1 y ... G .. -

' 

'fhe lmrer limit of r teude; to mirmu unity as r tends to zero. Since b' = 12 yl yl•2 
·.~ yl/(l+r J2) is either an increasing (r yl nega.ti ve) or a decreasing (r yl positive) 

function as r 12 varies from its lower limit to ito upper limit, the range of 

values for bY,1 •2='b~vl may be found by inserti:rJg the values of the two end-r.:obti.'l 

:::\:fr :i:·12• Doing thi~, ~<Te find. the range on thc::'l Bta."lda.:r.d pc=: . .:·tial .cegression co

efficient to be: 

r 

2yl < b'l 2 = b,~ 1 < l/2r , - y • . ..,.... - y.J.. 

f:.:r::· .i • .'yl positive. (The inequalities a.rc reversed for ryl negative.) As ··r yl 

'tend,:·; to zero, the right ·hand side tends to infinity.. Hmrever, for ryl greater 

th~~ one-tenth, say, the upper bo~~d is less than five~ 

Now consider the case for ryl > .ry2 and both of the same sign. Then, 

t.he value of r, 2 yielding a minimum value of R2 is r~r":l/r .1 • The values oi' - ..,~ ~ 

b .. ~. G" and b,'ri:->. 1 at r,-:')=r~ri:.>/r , are: 
~· .1. ·- .Y'- . . .....:.; . J'- y.J.. 

= r yl 

' 
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and 

For rylry2 = a positive number t~e larger root of r 12 is 

r 12 = rylry2 + j<1-r~1)(1-r~) = a1 

aril the smaller root is 

at these end points 

and 

Likewise, the values of b~ol at the end values for r 12 are: 

ry2-r 1a1 
bi - -- y 
y2•l - 1-ai 

an<.l 

r -r a 
b' - Y?· yl 2 
y2•l- l-a2 

2 

As indicated in Figure 2, the minimum value of b;1a 2 in the first example 

is not obtained at any of the three points (two end points for r 12 and value 

of r 12 yielding a minimum R2 ) listed abovea However, the range of b~f)l is 

obtained by observing vrhat happens at the two and points for r 12• 

Given that ryi > ry2 and ryl is positive, the value of r 12 yielding a 

minfmum value of byl•2 far ryl and ry2 fixed is obtained as follows: 

.·• 



Solving for the r.,'"'' i·:e fi"':"':'~: _._ 

+ /,2_2 
r 1 - vr 1 ry2 = ~ y_ -

r ;y2 

. -6-

(For the first numerical e~~a.mple above 

Therefore, r 12=.127.) 

.127 • 

From the above we note that for ry1 >r;y2 and both positive the lowest vaJ.te 

for b' is obtained when ylo2 

/ 2 2 = ryl + ry1-ry2 

ry2 

and the largest value of'·t"b: is obtained when r 12 enuals one of its two end yl"2 ':1.: 

point values, i~e., 

We cannot obtain the value of r 12 minimizing bYeol in the above manner 

because the number under the radical would be negative. Hence, we look at tl:e 

two end values of r 12 to obtain the range on b;,e.1• 

These arguments may be extended to multiple regression with more than two 

independent variates • From the above 1 it would appear that sta.."1dard partial 

regressions are bounded for ryi >0 (i=l1 21 c••) and that the upper bounds are 

fairly low for relatively large total correlation coefficients between the 

dependent and the independent variables. 
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Figure 2. The values of standard partial regression coefficients for 
varying values of r 12 ., · · 


